ATTENDANCE
When attending the personalised phonetic method **I SOUND ENGLISH** not to skip any of your lessons is highly recommended. Speak proficiently by starting form the “sounds of words” course. Two week-days and lessons of one-and-a-half hours each: it will suit you the best, you bet!

MOBILITY
On-line attendance is welcomed. Your computer, tablet or smartphone will support your studies **anytime** and **anywhere**. Constantly check your academic progress, **I SOUND ENGLISH** is always with you.

LEARNING
Start developing your **vocabulary** by focusing on the **sound of words**. Thanks to the **I SOUND ENGLISH** personalised phonetic learning system, you learn how to speak in front of an audience by refining empathetic language techniques.

PRONUNCIATION
Start speaking proficiently from the very first lesson. The **I SOUND ENGLISH** system of vocal adaptation to your phonatory apparatus helps you to improve your pronunciation. The **phonetic approach** is internationally reviewed as the ideal method for exercising a semi-tonal language such as English. Have fun and learn with us!
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